Naoto Vava K (Japanese MELODICA, Indian TABLA,African KALIMBA,Tibetan
THROAT SINGING,& SINGING BOWL,etc × Korg KAOSSILATOR, LOOP
ORCHESTRA MACHINE/RC-50.)
Naoto is a one-man orchestra from Japan, performing live ambient music n
dance tunes with a diverse number of instruments including the Indian tabla,
Korg KAOS, African kalimba, melodica, throat singing, Tibetan singing bowls and
loop machine. Naoto gave his first gig when he was born piercing the air with his
mystical rhythmic cry. At the age of 6 he started to take piano lessons and at 10
began to practice chorus. As a teenager Naoto moved onto a heavy metal band
in his hometown, Mito city. After his heavy metal days Naoto broke through
Japan and started travelling the world, in seek of his true being and this is where
he discovered the tabla in Varanasi, India. Naoto committed his time to learning
with the tabla master Dinesh Chandra Diyondi from Temple of Music Nada Yogi,
in North India and then progressed to introducing Japan to the Tabla. Since
2008, Naoto start his solo project named Kailash Calling. Performed in Abiko
Open Air International Festival, Full Moon Festival in Bak Genjin Commune at
Fujushima, Busan International Art Performance Festival in South Korea among
a number of other cultural events. And He has own project Events.Called [Earth
PILGRIMS] Art,Music can be PRAY,and FUN also can be a kind of PRAY by the
Audience too. He had this Event on Thailand 2013,Nepal 2014,South Korea
2015,Israel 2015,and JAPAN 2015.with various artists.
In Tokyo,India,etc.. he collaborated with numerous artists of all kinds of genres
allowing his music to progressively move to the next level and higher energy. ------------------------------------------------------------- See Naoto apart of the Japanese art
group Kazoku. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JFFdSsfjMiI Performed at
Tokyo Art Performance Festival with contemporary dance music band Matahari:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A4dHhH18mac Earth Piligrims Project
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MZAy8X8eDas
Facebook page/Neuto Psydrive(NAOTO VAVA K.)
https://www.facebook.com/NaotoVAVA.K ------------------------------------------------------------- And he has Art work.called [PSYDRIVE] this is the Crystal Kaleidoscope.
Design of them was inspired from Jōmon Pottery, type of ancient pottery which
was made during the Jōmon period (13000–300 BC) in Japan.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jōmon_Pottery In his crafts using a lot of mineral
stones. Stones have there own power and inspiration. Some people called it
PSYCHEDELIC-Vision.
!

